
A Twenty-Year Journey Toward Reform

I am going to walk you through a twenty-year journey that we have 
been making toward standards-based reform in Massachusetts, with 
documented and dramatic success. Alma Allen mentioned the success 
they have had in Texas with their student testing system, the Texas 
Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS™), but I think just as, or perhaps 
more, impressive is the success that they have shown on the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) tests as well as other 
measures showing that improvement is not just occurring with the state 
test. And in a state like Texas, with a tremendous number of immigrant 
students and a high percentage of students living in poverty or whose 
first language is not English, it is a remarkable story. In Massachusetts, 
we have had some success ourselves. It all started, I think, in 1983 
when the National Commission on Excellence in Education published A 
Nation at Risk. Massachusetts passed a comprehensive education reform 
act in 1993. In 2003, passage of the Massachusetts Comprehensive 
Assessment System (MCAS) became a graduation requirement for the 
state’s high school seniors. So it truly has been a 20-year journey.

As in all journeys, there were times when the going was not easy. The 
year before the MCAS became a graduation requirement, there was 
a great deal of controversy. Only 55 percent of the class of 2002 
passed the test, which is first administered in the tenth grade, and it 
was hard to convince people—parents especially—that the assessment 
was fair and at the right level. The next year, however, when the test 
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counted, the pass rate jumped to 72 percent; after retesting, eventually 
95 percent of the class of 2003 passed the test. The rates so far for 
the classes of 2004 and 2005 have been even better. So, clearly, the 
stance that we at the Department of Education took, that the MCAS 
set the right standard—that it is an appropriately hard test to do well 
on, but not a hard test to pass—has been rewarded. We believe that 
the students who earn “advanced” or “proficient” rating on the MCAS 
are performing at the level the law intended, the level they need 
to compete internationally—in short, the level all stakeholders in the 
success of our state’s school children want to see them achieve.

There are even more encouraging signs: Massachusetts has had 13 
years of increases in SAT® scores, in both English and mathematics, 
while the percentage of students taking the SAT® has continued to 
rise. In 2002, our fourth graders topped the nation in fourth-grade 
reading—a tremendous accomplishment, especially given the fact that 
Massachusetts has many urban school districts. We have our challenges, 
but we are showing great progress across the board. I am here today 
to talk about why I think we have made that progress, and to focus on 
what is most likely the preeminent factor, which is quality teaching.

Expectations over Standards

Our law, like most of the comprehensive reform acts starting in 
Kentucky and moving across the country, holds high standards and 
high expectations. As a footnote, I think we have put too much focus 
on high standards—I think that is the easy part, frankly. The more 
important part is high expectations for all kids. We hold high standards 
and high expectations for our students, our educators, our schools and 
our districts.

In Massachusetts, our testing program for students began with the 
development of the Prekindergarten to 12th grade (PK–12) student 
standards called the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks. I was 
part of the National Science Foundation state systemic initiative called 
Partnerships Advancing Learning of Mathematics and Science (PALMS), 
which established the first frameworks. I was a principal investigator; I 
am as responsible as anybody for them. I look back now and wonder 
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what we were thinking. The American Federation of Teachers rated 
our science document pretty highly; the mathematics a little lower. They 
were nice documents. But when you look at them, you realize they 
were very broad and pedagogy laced; there was a lot about hands-
on activities, a lot about investigations and that kind of thing, all of 
which is important. But the curriculum frameworks were pretty short on 
specific content. The standards they established covered kindergarten to 
grade four—what exactly was a third-grade teacher to do?

Connecting Standards to Content

And then a funny thing happened on the way to reform: We gave 
the first test, and the teachers themselves said to us, “We are having 
difficulty connecting this test you are giving to the standards in that 
document. We are having trouble finding content.” So, at the request 
of the teachers, we developed a “bridge document,” a refinement 
of the framework, that connected the standards to specific content 
learning objectives.

We have since modified all of our frameworks to cover two grade 
levels each, and now, due to the No Child Left Behind Act, we are 
in the process of refining them to produce grade-by-grade standards 
in both reading and mathematics. This refinement process clearly had 
positive results. We saw teachers, for the first time, really focusing on 
the content, making sure that they incorporated the standards into what 
they were doing. There were no longer “six ways to do addition”; 
there was—finally—a time to find the right answer. The first time we 
gave the MCAS test in 1998, we discovered that two-thirds of our 
fourth graders (and in Massachusetts, some of those kids are the sons 
and daughters of professors at M.I.T. and Harvard) could not do a 
straightforward division problem. And so to address this we began to 
shift the focus in teaching from process to content, from pedagogy to 
subject matter.
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Expectations for Educators: The “Shot Heard 
'Round the World”

Next came high standards and high expectations for educators. We 
started with a teacher certification testing system, now called the 
Massachusetts Tests for Educator Licensure (MTEL™), developed by 
National Evaluation Systems, Inc. (NES®). You may remember these 
tests; they are the reason I am commissioner. When we announced the 
first results in June of 1998, not only did those results make it into The 
Boston Globe, they went around the world on CNN. Only forty-one 
percent of the prospective teachers in Massachusetts passed both their 
Communication and Literacy Skills Test and subject matter tests at this 
first administration. And you know what most of the higher education 
institutions did: they blamed NES and the tests. We began to call it 
“the second shot heard 'round the world.” (Actually, that first shot 
happened in our state, too, in Concord and Lexington.)

Upon closer examination, the situation was not quite as bad as 
it seemed. Of the 59 percent of prospective teachers who failed, 
most had passed at least one of the three testing units required for 
certification: the reading subtest or writing subtest of the Communication 
and Literacy Skills test or a subject matter test in the candidate’s field. 
Still, it was hard to explain that to the public. And it was hard to 
avoid the fact that we had all of these people, primarily young people, 
coming out of our teacher preparation programs without skills they 
ought to have in either basic communication and literacy or subject 
matter. As with any shot heard 'round the world, the test results 
caused some reaction. Soon we had literacy courses springing up 
in our colleges and universities across Massachusetts. And they have 
made a difference—the pass rates are now much higher, meaning our 
educators have responded to the challenge. 

Massachusetts has also shifted from broader rules and regulations, both 
in the regulation of teacher preparation programs and through the 
newly legislated re-certification program. Teachers used to be awarded 
lifetime certificates; under our new law, they have to get re-certified 
every five years. Together, these two iterations of reform have increased 
emphasis on content knowledge, and in response prospective and 
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current teachers are engaging in much more professional development 
activity related to content.

Finally, our education reform law was about higher expectations for 
schools and school districts. Most of you are aware that some states do 
interventions, or takeovers, in underperforming schools—Massachusetts 
is in that process now. And what we are finding is that in helping 
schools succeed, we are moving from art to science. This realization 
was quite a shock to me because, as a practitioner, that’s not how I 
was trained to think. 

When I was a superintendent of schools, I loved those elementary 
teachers who could keep the lid on everything. They could handle the 
special needs of all of their students, they could handle parents, they 
could handle everything. They would put on a play and the kids would 
all have parts and the production would be just terrific. All the parents 
wanted those teachers for their kids. Just to be fair, I set up a system 
in my own small district to make sure that parents could not choose 
their children’s teachers. The principals would decide which students 
went to which teacher’s classroom.

As a parent, I also had the experience of my child having that 
wonderful teacher who I always thought was great. But I recognized, 
just as any parent through the year, that even with the most popular 
teachers, children were not really being challenged in subject matter. 
And that did not compute, according to my common sense. I always 
thought teachers who could motivate kids, get kids to like them, and 
handle all the other things that are so difficult for teachers, would 
naturally be exactly the kinds of teachers we need.

From Art to Science

In fact, we do need teachers to motivate and inspire. But just as 
essential are educators who understand and can teach content. What 
we have learned from the reform process in Massachusetts is that 
we need more science than art. We need teachers, schools, school 
districts, and administrators who are data-driven, who are making 
decisions based on what they see, and based on data, and based on 
results, and based on the needs of their children. We need teachers 
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who take that information and then find a way to make subject matter 
come alive. I am talking about qualified, capable teachers.

Our challenge is to get all of our schools to this next level. We are 
making great strides in Massachusetts; we are making strides across 
this country. And yet we are not going to get to that next level of 
proficiency unless we have high expectations for kids, and unless 
we recognize that the necessary reforms must come from us, the 
stakeholders and policymakers at the state level. It is not about the 
kids; it is about us changing. As commissioner of education, I cannot 
be afraid to hold high standards, NAEP-level proficiency standards, in 
Massachusetts. I have to stand behind the decision to label a school 
“in need of improvement” because of those standards. This may mean 
that some schools are going to look bad, but what about the kids? 
Are we going to leave them behind so schools can look good? Set 
a lower standard? We have to get over the idea of image and get 
down to the science of teaching. This is not about ideological battles in 
pedagogy. It is about doing the right thing to make classrooms come 
alive and have kids actively motivated in what they are learning, and 
I think by focusing on subject matter knowledge we are making great 
progress in that regard.

Forward Thinking: From Process to Content

I urge us all to put aside some of our preconceived ideas about 
educational reform. They are not necessarily based on what we know 
has to happen. There are too many examples across this country of 
people turning around classrooms or schools or districts under the most 
difficult of conditions for us to use money alone as an excuse for the 
poor performances of our public schools. The data are telling us that 
content knowledge matters, and that through legislation and regulation, 
we can make a difference in the content knowledge our educators 
have and the content knowledge they pass on to our students. 

In Massachusetts, we are taking a great journey. I know the same 
is true in other states. We are getting there. Shifting from process to 
content and from art to science is the step we need to take next as we 
seek to provide qualified, capable teachers for the next generation.
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